AGU Publications Seeks Members for DEIA Reviewer Board

AGU is seeking board members for a new Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Accessibility Reviewer Board (DRB) to support peer review of manuscripts related to DEIA issues as they relate to the Earth and space sciences.

Members of the DRB will serve as compensated reviewers when called on by our journal editors. We particularly need experts in social sciences and DEIA-related issues in academia, STEAMM (includes arts) and geosciences. We are especially interested in increasing global participation on this board and encourage researchers outside of the U.S. to apply.

As we seek to increase journal submissions on social topics on the geosciences and STEAMM, which is beyond traditional geoscientific research, we have the need for new expertise in our reviewer pool.

Examples of manuscripts this board might review can be found in the AGU Journals Special Collection on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, first published in 2022 but growing in content.

DRB members would be enlisted as potential reviewers who have agreed to review future manuscripts when called on (pending availability). The DRB will serve across AGU’s 24 scientific journals, as appropriate.

Please note that some AGU journals already have DEIA editors or associate editors in their journal editorial board, and editors of those journals might seek review support from the DRB if the particular expertise needed is not covered by their DEIA editor or associate editor.

Qualifications and Expectations:
- PhD-holding researchers with expertise in areas such as social sciences, public health, Indigenous sciences, higher education, justice, human rights, diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility and other relevant areas. Those with geoscience-related PhDs and strong experience in social research, theories and/or methods in the areas listed above are also encouraged to apply.
- Review at least 2 manuscripts per year, or more if available.
- Agree to a 3-year term, which can be renewed upon agreement.
- Optional: Advise on enriching AGU publications program to better address issues surrounding DEIA.
- Optional: Suggest potential topics or authors to expand the AGU Journals Special Collection on DEIA.

Compensation and Recognition:
- Name listed on the AGU Publications DEIA website (if no concerns of confidentiality issue)
- Honoraria of US$85 per manuscript reviewed, paid annually
- Complimentary AGU Annual Meeting registration fee during term served and invitation to Editor’s Evening event and Reviewer Reception event at the Annual Meeting
- Recognition in the journal’s annual thank you for reviewers list if they complete a review(s) that year

If you are interested in potentially serving in this capacity, please submit your application by completing the Statement of Interest Form by 30 June 2024. We are aiming to launch the Board by the end of the 3rd quarter of 2024, but will continue to add to the board as our journals grow in this topic. Thank you for your consideration.

AGU is a non-profit organization supporting more than half a million advocates and professionals in the Earth and spaces sciences and is a leading publisher with 24 peer-reviewed journals. We aim to promote best practices in scholarly publishing and are working to foster a more equitable and inclusive scientific publishing environment. More information on our DEIA efforts can be found on our website.